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ME
• CAA 103 (pursuing 105)

• Indoor and outdoor programs

• CWA 319 and 319s Nonpoint Source pollution

• Lead Based Paint

• NEPA

• CWA 404 Wetlands

• Logistics and administrative 

• Fun



UAV FAQ



What is a UAV?

• “An aircraft that is operated without the 

possibility of direct human intervention from 

within or on the Aircraft”  - Federal Aviation 

Administration

FAA Part 107 - Small Unmaned Aircraft Rule applies to those 

weighing under 55 lbs



How Long have 

UAVs been around?
• In 1898 Nikola Tesla revealed a small, unmanned 

radio controlled (RC) boat.

• The first UAV was known as the “Kettering Bug,” a 

biplane with a 75 mi range. 1918

• In 1940, 15,000 radio-controlled UAVs were used 

in WWII for training purposes and the Germans 

created (or bought) and operated the first 

weaponized UAV.



How High Can a 
UAV Fly?

• DJI Matrice 200 V2 

Max Service Ceiling: 9,842ft (3,000m) 

• DJI Phantom 4 Standard

Max Service Ceiling: 19,685ft (6,000m)

Maximum altitude of 400 feet above 

ground level (AGL) or, if higher than 400 

feet AGL, remain within 400 feet of a 

structure. 



How Far Away can 
UAVs Fly?

About a mile   

• The P4S claims 3miles

• The M200 boasts 4.5 miles



Do I Need a Part 107 
license to Operate as a 
Tribal Entity?

Government Entities have 2 options:

1. Get the Part 107 license or

2. Apply for a blanket public Certificate of Authorization (COA) which allows flights 

At or below 400ft in class G airspace

More information on COAs:   https://www.faa.gov/uas/public_safety_gov/

https://www.faa.gov/uas/public_safety_gov/


Law enforcement and public safety agencies are realizing the potential of using drones to enhance their missions. Some agencies choose to hire 

drone pilots  certified by the Federal Aviation Administration to conduct operations for them. But if your agency wants to conduct its own drone 

operations or create a program  with    multiple   pilots   and     drones,    this   primer     will  help get you started.

Your agency has two options to operate drones:

•Designate individual  members of your team to earn FAA drone pilot certificates and fly  under the rules for   small unmanned aircraft systems 
(sUAS).

•Receive an FAA certificate   of   authorization   (COA)     to    function    as  a  “public   aircraft   operator”    that   can self-certify  its  drone  pilots 
and drones.

The  sUAS Rule

Most drone pilots operate under the sUAS rule, which is commonly known as Part 107 after the d signated section of the federal code. 

Part 107 defines  requirements    for   drone      pilots   and     drones,    and     it  sets   operational  limits  for   drone usage.

Pilot  certification  and responsibilities

•Members of your team may choose to take the FAA Airman

Knowledge Test to become drone pilots. Those who pass the

test receive remote pilot airman certificates, giving them

the right to operate qualified sUAS.

Operational limitations

•Drones flown by remote pilots must weigh less than 55 lbs. This 

limitation  includes any attached equipment or cargo, such as 

emergency aid in search-and- rescue   operations.

•Remote pilots cannot fly their drones more than 400 feet above 

ground level (or  more                                  than     400   feet   

above       the     top      of   structures    like  communications     

towers).

•Remote pilots must receive FAA authorization to fly in airspace 

near airports.  They may use an automated system called 

Low Altitude Authorization and  Notification   Capability  

(LAANC).

•Other limitations include not flying over people or at night. 

Your agency may  apply for waivers to certain rules. To 

request a waiver, visit faa.gov/uas/  request_waiver.

Aircraft requirements

•No FAA airworthiness certificate is required to fly sUAS under Part 

107, but your  team must register each aircraft with the FAA. The 

remote pilot must confirm that  an     aircraft   is  in   condition    

for   safe  operation     before     each    flight.
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Public  Aircraft Operator
Rather than certify pilots and register aircraft under Part 107, your agency may choose instead to request a COA 
from the FAA to become a public aircraft operator. This  would      allow  your     agency    to    self-certify  your     
drone      pilots   and     drones     for   flights  to     perform      governmental     functions.

The first step is to ask your legal department to draft a Public Declaration Letter that certifies your agency as a 
governmental entity and send it to the FAA. The FAA  will  send     you      a  user    ID    and      password      to    
the    UAS               COA Online    Application  System,    where        you      can     complete     your     application. 
This  process    can     take  up         to    60    days.

For     more            information    about     the    COA process,    please  visit  www.faa.gov/go/COA

Emergency  Authorizations  and  Operations
To support emergency responders and other entities affiliated with them, the FAA can quickly issue 
authorizations for responses to natural disasters and other  emergencies.    For     more            information,   
please    visit:  www.faa.gov/go/EmergencyWaiver

Learn  more   at faa.gov/uas Download  the  
B4UFLY  app

Drones in Public Safety: A Guide to Starting Operations

http://www.faa.gov/go/COA
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Do I have to 
Register my Drone? 

Yep. 

If it is between .55 and 55lbs, yep. 
https://www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started/register_drone/

https://www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started/register_drone/


What About 
Privacy Issues? 

Technically, the FAA has sovereignty over all “navigable airspace” 

Part 107 does not address flying over private property

Establish your own protocol for flying in sensitive situations unless otherwise prescribed

Voluntary Best Practices:

1. Inform others of your intentions to use UAVs

2. Show care when operating or collecting and storing data

3. Limit the use and sharing of sensitive (“Covered”) data

4. Secure Covered Data

5. Comply with evolving UAS Laws. 












